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https://www.facebook.com/Upgrade-Increasing-Capacity-of-Participatory-Youth-Work-2433250910244677/?__cft__[0]=AZUf9cJVrnQTpk0T7UlCU6nFt4AI4nZy79qRCvkjTgkkXnTqu6HD1EVGUOVeNNBcPT4HHge5fK6g3euU38iNS2KEpcSHGiF2yz_rWybxWGey0hEsUAnga-d6MQmCJGeuK55WPO4_PO5QQgp1RAUeJVY8Kt-kSIEska6I4BNU2i1E_NX7jlxNFm0rSGES-ijJ1oegjkVDQX6mQaZNr6czNU5B8aG40C1gsV2ipy24cTV9Gg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-y-R


 

Upgrade- Increasing Capacity of
Participatory Youth Work

The project was
implemented in cross-
sectoral cooperation
between 5 countries -
Sweden, Estonia, Poland,
Ukraine, and Georgia, in
partnership with
international and local
public, municipal, and
private youth organizations.

The project-led exchange
programs involved 100
young people, trained up to
50 youth workers and youth
center staff in leading
partner youth centers in
partner countries.



ESC Volunteers from Sweden

A two-month short-term project
involving our volunteers from Sweden
has been completed.
We would like to thank them
especially for choosing Georgia and
Dronი.



Online Conference, ESC goes Green"

Erasmus + program and capabilities;
On the capabilities of the European
Solidarity Corps;
How you can become beneficiaries of
the program;
ESC hosting and sending information
of European Solidarity Corps
volunteers in Georgia;
ESC Volunteers presentation, sharing
their history and experience;
Presentation of an environmental
guide created by European Solidarity
Corps volunteers.

An online event called "ESC Goes
Green" will be held on 29 August



Eco Guide

Some examples of our negative effects are:

3.5 to 7 billion trees are cut down every year
60% of all coral life on earth has been vanished in the past
200 years
1 in every 4 species is in critical risk of extinction due to
human activity
68% of wild forests on earth are gone

In the past 200 years our
planet has has dived into
a massive negative fall.

We humans are
destroying the planet at

an unbelievable rate.

Eco Guide was created by our
Swedish volunteers and very soon
it will be available on our web
page in Georgian and English



Youth Exchange

In August five members of
Droni (Sanji, Nika, Nino,

Shorena, Luka), were sent to
the Youth Exchange program

"Lost, but found by E+!" in
Lutheran, Netherlands. The

goal was to provide a special
environment for the people
with fewer opportunities, by

using different methods, such
as workshops, debates, and

other outdoor activities. 

Through verbal and non-
verbal communication 47

people from 9 different
countries managed to share
their unique experiences, to
create a relaxing place for

people with mental
disabilities. 



Blog-post

click here

https://droni.org/eco-project-cleaning-event-projects-and-much-more/


We had such a busy and exciting summer. We hope that all
of you have a good hokidays.

 
We will meet in September, with new energy and

challenges.


